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Mr. Rector Magnificus, ladies and gentlemen
We are living in an era of spectacular technological progress. Since the dawn of
man, technological tools have served us well in shielding us from environmental
dangers and discomforts, offloading physical effort to obtain food or shelter,
leveraging our cognitive abilities, connecting us to our fellow human beings across
space and time, and generally improving our quality of life. Although humans have
evolved to fit the natural environment, we have learned to change and modify that
environment to fit human abilities. It is fair to say that the world we live in today is
as much man-made, or artificial, as it is natural. And even what we call our natural
environment is, intentionally or unintentionally, unlocked, structured, constrained,
and otherwise touched and transformed by human activities. 

Humans are masters of technological tools and artefacts. As our technological
evolution moved from a mechanical through an electro-mechanical to an
information age, the pace of technological change has picked up dramatically –
exponentially, in fact. This is reflected in various “laws” of technology, the most
famous being Moore’s law. Originally published in 1965, Intel co-founder Gordon
Moore observed that the number of transistors on an integrated circuit (IC, better
known as the computer chip) had doubled each year from the invention of the
integrated circuit in 1958, until 1965. He projected that “over the longer term, the
rate of increase is a bit more uncertain, although there is no reason to believe it
will not remain nearly constant for at least 10 years” (Moore, 1965). In 1975,
Moore modified his prediction, observing that component density was doubling
every two years. Since the time of that prediction, the period of a doubling of chip
performance has been around once every 18 months, due to ICs becoming both
smaller and at the same time more efficient. 

Introduction
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This exponential trend can be observed in other technology domains as well, some
of which are related to the increase in capacity of ICs. One example is known as
Kryder’s law, named after Mark Kryder, the former CTO of Seagate, which states
that the cost per performance of hard disks is decreasing exponentially at a rate of
40 percent each year. Thus, the rate of increase in computer storage capacity is
roughly equivalent to the rate of increase in transistor count. Similar exponential
curves are seen for the capture and transmission of information: the number of
pixels per dollar for digital cameras is increasing exponentially and the cost of
transmitting a bit over an optical network decreases by half every nine months. In
terms of energy efficiency, Jonathan Koomey of Stanford University and his
colleagues have found that the electrical efficiency of computing has doubled every
1.6 years since the mid-1940s. This trend is of particular importance as a driver for
the explosive growth in mobile and ubiquitous computing, sensors and controls,
with some researchers already building devices that run on “ambient” energy
harvested from light, heat, vibration or TV transmitters. A typical smartphone today
already has more computing power than a supercomputer 20 years ago. 

Hilbert and Lopez, in their 2011 Science paper, tracked 60 analog and digital
technologies during the period from 1986 to 2007 in an effort to estimate the
world’s technological capacity to store, communicate, and compute information.
Their numbers suggest that the annual increase of installed general-purpose
computational capacity is approximately 60% of the sum of all computational
capacity combined from 1977 onwards (Hilbert & Lopez, 2011). 

Figure 1 

Moore’s original extrapolation
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The question I want to pose is this: What does Moore’s law mean for the mind? 
Do psychologists need to pay attention to these exponential technological
developments in computing power, data capture, storage, transmission, and
energy efficiency? What does it imply for the relation between humans and
technology, for the design of technology, and for the impact that technology has
on our thinking, feeling, actions, and relationships? What does it imply for the
study of the mind – for psychology as a discipline? 

This inaugural lecture is dedicated to exploring the relationship between
psychology and technology. People do not generally associate psychology with
high-tech, or with engineering. Yet I will argue that the scientific disciplines of
psychology and engineering are intimately related; indeed inextricably so.
Technology has been an integral part of the human condition ever since the
evolutionary predecessors of Homo sapiens started to use fire and basic tools.
However, living in a digital world governed by Moore’s law is different than living in
the analog worlds of the past. The realms of human activity and technology are
nearly fully overlapping. Much of what we see and hear is mediated by displays.
We establish and maintain many of our relationships through online media. Our
actions in the digital world are channelled and transformed through computer
peripherals. We store and organise the large majority of our knowledge in
machine-readable data structures, using digital storage media. Our problem
solving capabilities are both enhanced and constrained by computer functionality. 

In 2010, The New York Times ran an interesting series of articles under the
collective title ‘Your Brain on Computers’. Written by Matt Richtel and colleagues, 
the series highlighted the psychological and social consequences of our continuous 
exposure to the constant stream of data that is emanating from our digital devices. 
With titles such as ‘Growing Up Digital, Wired for Distraction’ and ‘The Risks of
Parenting While Plugged In’ the series took a critical look at the data-addiction of
our generation, and the socio-emotional and attentional costs of our 24/7 online
connectedness. This is a direct psychological consequence of Moore’s law. While 
technology can boost our brainpower, it can also impair normal human functioning.

For better or for worse, who we are, our aspirations and possibilities, our
perception of the environment, our social relations, even our sense of self, are all
affected by and altered through technology. These technologies do far more than
merely allow for external storage and transmission of information. They actively
restructure human thought processes and deeply transform our perception of
ourselves, the people we interact with, and the environments in which we live. 
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As we enter an age of personal and wearable technologies, sensory augmentation,
affective computing, virtual environments, and ambient intelligence, we are
confronted with more intimate human-technology mergers than ever before.
Following Moore’s law, the reach and transformative power of information and
communication technologies is escalating. 

As psychologists, we are attempting to understand what shapes the mind and
drives behaviour. To do so, we must take more than a cursory glance at the
interface between humans and technology. The direction of technology may well
define the future of psychology, for indeed, as Marshall McLuhan famously noted,
“we shape our tools and thereafter our tools shape us”. This is why this inaugural
lecture carries the title, a little provocatively perhaps, Psychology 2.0 – Towards a
new science of mind and technology. I chose to borrow the Web 2.0 numbering
convention for two reasons. First, just as Web 2.0 did not do away with the
infrastructure and content of Web 1.0, but rather extended it, I am not suggesting
we do away with ‘Psychology 1.0’ either. I do feel, however, we need to extend
current psychological theories and methods across the board if we want to arrive
at a full understanding of mind and behaviour in the light of our technological
context. Secondly, where Web 1.0 was built upon a much more passive consumer
model of the information presented on the Internet, Web 2.0 is based on active
interaction through contributions from a large number of individual users who are
collectively determining the content of Internet through sites such as YouTube and
Facebook. I feel Psychology 2.0 also expresses this sentiment, where passive and
linear models of perception, cognition and action are replaced by models that
account for the dynamic, plastic, symbiotic, and co-evolving relationship between
our biological self and our non-biological tools and technologies.

In this lecture, I will broadly outline three perspectives on the relation between
technology and psychology. First, I will briefly take a historical perspective,
outlining some of the ways in which technological developments have inspired
conceptions and theories of mind and behaviour, as metaphors of how the
complexities of the mind can be understood in mechanistic terms. Following that, 
I will look at the role of technology in providing tools for psychological research.
This topic is close to my heart, as I have a keen interest in how technological
innovations, such as virtual environments or mobile sensors, may enhance
ecological validity of psychological research, while at the same time ensuring its
methodological rigor. Finally, I will turn to the human-technology relationship as
an object of study in its own right, focusing on the transformational impact that
technology can have on the human mind.
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After graduating in Cognitive Neuropsychology, at Utrecht University, I applied for
a PhD position at the Institute for Perception Research, otherwise known as the
IPO. This was a world-renowned scientific institute, and, with one half being
funded by Philips and the other half by TU/e, a successful example of a public-
private partnership, well before it was fashionable to have those. 

I was invited for a couple of interviews, one of which I still vividly remember. It was 
the interview with professor Don Bouwhuis, who was, at the time, the group leader 
of the Cognitive Engineering group at IPO. This was an interesting experience in
multiple ways. I’d done a few job interviews before, but was never asked, as a first
question, what type of singing voice I had, and if I had what it took to sing in the
IPO choir. While still contemplating my answer, professor Bouwhuis glanced at my
CV, and said: “Ah, a master’s degree in neuropsychology, have you?
Neuropsychology, that’s a bit like smashing the back of a radio with a hammer,
and then pushing knobs and turning dials to find out which bit of the radio has
been damaged, is it not?” Somehow, that characterisation of my intellectual trade
did not sound entirely satisfactory, but my response must have been, although I
don’t remember what it was. The image was strangely compelling though, and it
stuck with me. It is a great example of one of the roles technology has played in
the study of the mind throughout the ages, which is the role of metaphor.

Metaphors are used in science in various ways. They can serve a didactic purpose,
trying to explain certain complicated concepts or systems by relating them to
more familiar, well-understood objects. For example, comparing the workings of
the heart to a pump, the eye to a camera, or explaining concepts of electrical
charge, current, and resistance by comparing these to the flow of water through a
water hose. For scientific research, the heuristic function of metaphors is perhaps
more interesting. In this case, the metaphorical object could be used as a source
of inspiration to identify possible underlying mechanisms of a phenomenon,
guiding scientific intuitions, questions, models and measurements. An example is 
the wave-theory of light, which was inspired by the pattern of water ripples as they 
appear after a pebble has been thrown in a pond. Indeed, phenomena such as 
diffraction and interference, observed in water, were also found to be true for light.

Technology as metaphor for 
the mind
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Since ancient times, explanations of the workings of the mind have been based on
the technologies of the day (Vroon & Draaisma, 1985; Draaisma, 1995). One of the
most ancient metaphors of mind is that of a container, Plato’s aviary metaphor of
memory being perhaps the most famous. Plato explained the mind as an aviary
full of birds, where each bird represents a unit of knowledge or memory. In this
model, to give away a bird to someone else is to teach them something. To stock
your aviary is to learn. Also, like thoughts, some birds are easier to catch than
others. What’s important to realise here is that the container metaphor was very
influential in that it fuelled intuitions of mind as a space that one was either inside 
or outside of. However, this categorical distinction of labelling everything contained 
within the space between our ears as mind, and everything outside of that space
as non-mind, may prove to be an overly restrictive conception of the mind. As we
will see, tools and technologies can alter, augment, and extend our minds and
redefine what we would traditionally regard as the boundaries of the mind.

Taking a quantum leap to the Renaissance, we see that the mechanical complexity
of automata and especially clocks inspired mechanistic metaphors of the workings
of the universe, physiological processes, animals, processes in society, the human 
body, and eventually also the human mind. Impressed by the intricate complexities 
of automata of his time, the French philosopher René Descartes invited us to
imagine the complex movements and inner workings of animals (the ‘bête
machine’) in terms of clocks, fountains, or mills. However, Descartes viewed the

Figure 2 

Plato’s aviary metaphor of the mind conceptualised the mind as a space or container
one could be either inside or outside of
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human mind, res cogitans, as irreducible to matter, res extensa. According to
Descartes, the mental does not have extension in space, and the material cannot
think. This position of substance dualism has a number of fatal problems. One is
that there is no mechanism of interaction that explains how the ethereal mind can
respond to physical objects and events in the world, and how it can control
behaviour. A second problem is that there is an overwhelming body of evidence
suggesting that mental life crucially depends on the physiological workings of the
brain. 

In 1747, a century after Descartes, the French physician and philosopher Julien
Offray de la Metrie published his treatise ‘L’homme machine’, in which he argued
that the human mind, too, should be understood in mechanistic terms. It wasn’t a
popular intellectual stance at the time. The church ordered all copies of the book
to be burned and Offray was persecuted as a heretic and had to flee from Leiden,
to join the court of Frederick the Great of Prussia, who was known as a protector
against religious intolerance. 

Figure 3 

The Digesting Duck by Jacques de Vaucanson, hailed in 1739 as the first automaton
capable of digestion. It had over 400 moving parts in each wing alone, and could flap
its wings, drink water, digest grain, and defecate.
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Mechanistic metaphors of the mind would continue to closely mirror technological
developments. In the industrial age, with the invention and central role of the
steam engine, the mind was often described as a pressured vat, with energy that
needed release. This view of the mind was influential in the formulation of
Sigmund Freud’s psychoanalysis – the theory that much of our behaviour is
governed by a large inventory of unobservable forces – the id, ego, superego,
psychic energy, and so on. 

In the 1950s, radio and radar technologies were influential in theories of mind. 
In addition to the didactic and heuristic functions of metaphor mentioned earlier,
the radio, and the later computer metaphor, served a clear theoretical function,
where characteristics and principles of the technology are mapped more or less
directly onto a model of the human mind. Information transmission became a
central paradigm to psychologists, and models of communication between a
sender and a receiver, signal detection, and attentional processes were all strongly
influenced by the principles of operation of radio and radar. For example,
Broadbent (1958), in his book on perception and communication, conceptualised
human attentional capacities in terms of signal-to-noise ratios, and described the 
difficulty of attending to two auditory inputs simultaneously in terms of interference 
of the physical signal. He wrote: “A practical analogy may be found in a radio
receiver designed to eliminate impulse interference and so to present a signal to
the listener free from such interference. Such a receiver may make use of the fact
that the interference possesses frequency components not present in the desired
signal: when an incoming signal has such components it is therefore rejected.”

Around the 1970s, the introduction of the computer started to have its effect on
cognitive science, shifting the perspective from information transmission to
information processing, where thinking is regarded as a form of computing. In this
conception, the brain is the computer hardware and the mind is the program that
the brain runs. As with the radio metaphor, the computer metaphor has exerted a
great influence on our models of how the mind functions. According to the
computational account, the function of the mind is understood as the process of
creating, storing, and updating internal representations of the world. Based on
such representations, other processes and actions may take place. This view of
the mind is still highly influential today. However, the neat and tidy division
between the level of information processing (software) and the level of physicality
(implementation) also strongly limits our intuitions about what role the physical
body and the external world (tools, other people) may play in engendering human
reason. 
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From Plato’s aviary to the modern day computer, technological metaphors of mind
provide a lens through which our conceptions of mind are guided. It is important
to realise that this lens focuses the psychological discipline to attend to certain
aspects, while ignoring others. A steam engine metaphor may be appropriate for
understanding stress or mental energy, but not to understand directed attention or
memory. Likewise, the computer metaphor is not appropriate in helping us
understand the larger organism-environment system, and the importance of
social, embodied, and environmental resources for the way we think, feel, and
relate. 

My four boys love jigsaw puzzles. Whenever I see them constructing a more
complicated one, I see them thinking with their hands. They move pieces around,
sorting them by colour and shape, trying to fit some together locally, connecting
corners and borders, viewing the scene and pieces from new angles, pausing,
continuously moving their heads and bodies. They exchange pieces, and help
direct each other’s attention. All this happens almost unthinkingly, while making
jokes or doing weird imitations. This incredibly social and embodied way of
thinking, continuously and interactively utilizing the environmental resources to
leverage their problem solving abilities, seems to me to demonstrate something
essential about the mind. Something our technological metaphors and mental
models to date have not yet quite captured. 

Andy Clark, the cognitive scientist and philosopher of mind, has been the most
outspoken against the marginalisation of the role of bodily form, real-world action,
and environmental resources in the study of mind. In the closing chapter of his
book Supersizing the Mind, he recently conjured up a new Internet-age metaphor
of mind. Mind as a mashup. He writes: “The appeal to embodiment […] signals not
a radical shift as much as a natural progression in the maturing of the sciences of
the mind. It does not call into question all ‘machine metaphors’ and it need involve
no rejection of (though it is no longer exclusively committed to) accounts couched
in terms of representations and computations. […] The proper response is to see
mind and intelligence themselves as mechanically realized by the complex,
shifting mixtures of energetic and dynamic coupling, internal and external forms of
representation and computation, epistemically potent forms of bodily action, and
the canny exploitation of a variety of extrabodily props, aids, and scaffolding.
Minds like ours emerge from this colourful flux as surprisingly seamless wholes:
adaptively potent mashups extruded from a dizzying motley of heterogeneous
elements and processes.”(Clark, 2008, p. 219). Psychology 2.0 indeed.
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The adoption of the experimental method in psychological research in the late 19th

century can be identified as a major point of transition, establishing psychology as 
an empirical science, which moved away from the more speculative and introspective 
approach of the great philosophers. Technology has played a substantial role in
enabling this science-based approach to psychology. Already from the early days
of Wilhelm Wundt, William James, and, from a Dutch perspective, Gerard Heymans
and Fransiscus Cornelis Donders, psychology as a science, and especially
psychophysics, has benefitted greatly from the utilisation of technological tools.
Born from an interest in measuring how information from the physical world (such
as light and sound) was translated into mental experience (such as the perception
of brightness and loudness), a variety of highly specialised instruments was
developed and used. Similar to our psychological research tools today, these
instruments were used to control stimulus presentation, as well as to measure the
human response. Examples of instruments for stimulus presentation include the
colour mixer (for varying wavelength composition and/or brightness of a visual
stimulus), the aesthesiometer (for varying tactile stimuli), and the tonometer (for

Technology as research tool

Figure 4

A reaction-time experiment, using a Hipp chronoscope and a Cattell gravity chronometer
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varying frequency of sound). Instruments designed to register human responses
included the kymograph (which allowed registration of a continuous response),
the cardiograph (for heart rate), and the Hipp chronoscope (for reaction time).
These specialised instruments, however, were expensive to build and maintain,
difficult to calibrate, labour-intensive to operate, and offered very little versatility
whenever a different type of stimulus or measurement was required. 

The second half of the twentieth century saw the introduction of computers, which
allowed for a revolution in psychological experimentation. Although originally
mainly used for gathering participant responses, and statistical analysis of data,
nowadays computers are involved in almost every step of the experimental
process, from stimulus preparation and presentation, to psychological response
measurement, and the analysis, storage, and communication of data.

The Game Experience lab at the Human-Technology Interaction group is a great 
example of a modern-day experimental psychology lab. Here, we see a combination 
of state-of-art instruments for stimulus presentation, in this case Power-PCs and
game consoles, as well as a host of input devices and measurement instruments
for recording user responses, including cameras (for behavioural observation and
annotation), physiological sensors (for measuring heart rate, galvanic skin
response, facial electromyography, etc), and behaviour trackers (including a
postural response tracker, and custom-designed pressure-sensitive chair, mouse,
and keyboard). The output of these sensors can be captured simultaneously and
with high temporal fidelity to yield a rich multimodal measurement profile of user
behaviour and experience. Partial redundancy between measures enables us to
compensate for specific limitations of the various measures in isolation, and to
limit some of the inherent ambiguity of the signals in terms of their psychological
inference. Real-time capture and analysis of psychophysiological and behavioural
data has the added advantage that we can utilise (a selection of ) these signals as
user-based information that can be fed back to the computer, in our case the
digital game, which can subsequently adapt its behaviour to the current user
state. Such closed-loop applications of psychological measurements have only
recently become possible, and applications of such emotionally or behaviourally
adaptive systems are only just arriving (e.g., Tijs, Brokken & IJsselsteijn, 2008). 
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Despite the advantages of the well-controlled psychological laboratory, early
experimental psychologists already voiced concerns about the representativeness
of controlled experimental designs (Brunswik, 1956). Experiments provide insight
into causal mechanisms (or cause-effect relations) by manipulating a particular
factor, and measuring the effects of that manipulation. Experimental control is of
obvious importance: Any factor that may limit the accuracy or repeatability of the
experiment or the ability to attribute the results to the experimental manipulation
needs to be carefully excluded. Thus, experiments typically abstract away from
studying phenomena in their naturalistic context, as these contexts typically
contain a large number of variables that are beyond the researcher’s ability to
predict or control. However, many outcomes of interest are caused or moderated
by a wide variety of environmental or contextual factors, so what happens in the
laboratory may not be representative of what happens in more complex
naturalistic environments. This is also known as the trade-off between ecological
validity and experimental control. Typically, the more control psychologists exert in
a study, the less ecological validity their study has and thus, the less they may be
able to generalize results to situations outside the laboratory. To my mind, two
technological developments are of particular importance in addressing this trade-
off in psychological research. One is the use of virtual environments (VEs) in the
laboratory; the other is the use of smartphones and other sensor-enabled mobile
devices in the field. These technologies seem to live at opposite ends of the
technology spectrum, but they can be utilised to serve a similar goal. 

Figure 5 

Karolien Poels posing as a participant in the Game Experience Lab. She is connected to
physiological sensors, including heart rate and GSR, while shifts in her body posture
are measured through a pressure sensitive chair. Also, the pressure she exerts on the
mouse and keyboard are measured. Photo credit: Wouter van den Hoogen.
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Virtual environments are interactive, head-referenced computer displays that give
users the illusion of displacement to another location (Ellis, 1994). The utility of
VEs for psychological research is inherent in the nature of the technology (Fox,
Arena & Bailenson, 2009). Virtual environments allow the simulation of a
perceptual space that is free from many of the constraints of real-world
environments. As communication scholar Frank Biocca so elegantly described in
his preface to the Being There book, virtual environments are to psychology what
cyclotrons are to physics: “In cyclotrons, engineers whirl atoms through space to
see something essential about their structure. Advanced virtual environment
engineers may whirl minds through cyberspace to understand something
fundamental about the structure of experience.”(Biocca, 2003, p. vi). Nowadays,
VEs can be high in multimodal realism, creating perceptually realistic sensory
environments, which can be utilised to investigate environmental perceptions and
behaviours (de Kort, IJsselsteijn, Kooijmans, & Schuurmans, 2003). Interactive
social entities can be simulated inside a VE, as either user-controlled avatars, or
algorithm-controlled agents. Advancements in photorealistic facial modelling,
computational emotional models, and artificial conversational intelligence have
enabled the creation of increasingly lifelike virtual humans (Fox et al., 2009),
making VEs highly suitable tools for social psychological research (also see
Blascovich et al., 2002). Moreover, VEs allow for the exclusion of experimental
confounds, such as eliminating variations in confederate behaviour, that would
normally be problematic to achieve in unmediated settings (also see Haans, de
Bruijn & IJsselsteijn, submitted, for a demonstration and discussion of the benefits
of the use of mediated environments in current research on interpersonal touch).
What is particularly appealing about virtual environments, however, is that it
offers researchers the possibility to have a fair amount of mundane realism, while
keeping full experimental control. It is like bringing the world into the lab through
simulation technologies, without paying the price of limiting experimental control. 

At the other end of the technology spectrum, we are bringing the lab into the
world. In fact, most of us are carrying a potential psychology lab in our pockets or
purses right now. Following the exponential curve of Moore’s law, sensor-enabled
mobile devices, such as tablets and smartphones, are becoming computationally
increasingly powerful. These devices can be used for ambulatory assessment of
behaviour. Such ambulatory assessment, however, is not limited to self-reports of
behaviours and experiences, but may include various aspects of the participant’s
physical and social context, including a participant’s location, physical activity,
social context, light exposure, sleep patterns, and physiology. As the number of
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contextual variables that can be reliably tracked or inferred increases, the utility of
mobile devices for tracking behaviour in situ becomes increasingly greater.
Although not the same as experimental control, we obtain a detailed
characterization of naturalistic contexts and behaviour settings that allow for a
systematic assessment of the influence of context on behaviour. Moreover, as with
the closed-loop applications discussed earlier, context-sensitive ecological
monitoring of behaviour can incorporate automatic analysis of the ambulatory
monitoring data in real-time by the mobile device, thus allowing purposive
sampling in response to automatically detected user behaviours (e.g., physical
activity), contextual variables (e.g., entering a certain location), or physiological
responses (e.g., elevated heart rate) (Wilhelm & Grossman, 2010; Intille, 2012). 

Current research at HTI is focusing both on mobile and unobtrusive emotion
detection and recognition (e.g., Lakens, 2013; Janssen et al., in press) as well as
on the application of experience sampling and context sensing tools in mental
health settings, in order to investigate the effects of natural environments and
light on mental resilience and restoration (de Kort et al., 2013). This work is
performed by Yvonne de Kort, Femke Beute, and myself, with the help of Panos
Markopoulos and his team at Industrial Design. Moreover, in collaboration with
Aarnout Brombacher, Caroline Hummels, and their team at Industrial Design,
Felicitas Kraemer of the Philosophy and Ethics group, and Antal Haans of HTI, we
are planning to investigate the methodological, ethical and legal challenges and
boundary conditions of design research “in the wild” (IJsselsteijn, 2013). For this,
we are utilizing the concept of the Experiential Design Landscape (Gent et al.,
2011; Peters et al., 2013), a naturalistic context (e.g., a sports park, a residential
area, a shopping mall) that is instrumented to a high degree with smart sensors,
utilizing behaviour recognition algorithms and data mining techniques to allow
analysis of new behavioural and usage patterns that (may) emerge as a
consequence of a variety of design interventions. 

As we are moving our measurement technologies from the lab into the real world,
we are faced with the interesting and slightly recursive possibility of integrating
our psychological measurement tools inside the very technological artefacts,
products, and systems we are aiming to study. In a sense, with technology
monitoring technology, we have added a new layer of introspection. This brings us
full circle from the great philosophers and thinkers that started the psychological
discipline, but with a technological twist that mirrors psychology’s coming of age
as an empirical science of behaviour.
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To echo the words of McLuhan, our minds influence the shaping of technologies
and, in turn, technologies influence the shaping of our minds. As psychologists we
need to understand this two-way adaptive process. We adapt technologies to fit
our needs and abilities, but at the same time, our brain adapts itself to the
technology. Good tools and technologies have in common that they enable and
challenge the brain to do what it does best – pattern recognition, modelling simple
dynamics in the world, and manipulating objects in the environment 
(Hutchins, 1995) – while offloading those tasks our brains are not equipped to do
well. Dennett (1996) calls such technologies “mind tools” as they are not only the
result of intelligence but also the endower of intelligence in the sense that they
transform problems previously beyond our capabilities into problems our brains
are equipped to deal with. On the other hand, when technology requires us to
perform tasks that do not match our mental equipment, such as the recall and
execution of long, essentially arbitrary, sequences of operations, we end up
frustrated rather than empowered by technology. We need to understand how we
can utilise knowledge about human cognition, emotion, and behaviour in order to
design our technological artefacts, services, and environments such that, ideally,
they seamlessly connect to our abilities, needs, and preferences. From this
perspective, psychology is driving design. This is a perspective at the intersection
of psychology and engineering that already has a rich academic tradition, and is
variably known as human factors engineering, cognitive engineering, engineering
psychology, or user-centred system design.

This is a familiar perspective to people working in human-computer interaction (or
HCI), a field where the design of the interface between the human and information
technology is of central concern. One of the key goals in HCI is to design a system
that is user-friendly, meaning that the user interface should be as comprehensible
and convenient as possible for the largest possible number of users. An essential
concept in this regard is the notion of transparency. That is, the tool’s affordances
should support the user’s intentions to such a degree that the “toolness” of 
the tool recedes into the background, allowing the user to focus on the task at
hand, rather than on the tool itself (Winograd & Flores, 1986; Norman, 1998). 

Technology as research object
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Just as the act of writing a letter takes very little explicit ‘human-pen’ interaction,
so too should fluent interactions with computers make the computer itself
disappear into the background as one of the many tools that have the ability to
scaffold and leverage our cognitive potential. As Marc Weiser (1991) noted, “the
most profound technologies are those that disappear”. Of course, it is not the
physical disappearance of the computer as such that is important here, but its
cognitive disappearance.

This notion of transparency, or cognitive disappearance of a tool, resonates with
the notion of presence, also defined as the “perceptual illusion of non-mediation”
(Lombard & Ditton, 1997). Presence, short for telepresence, has become a central
issue in the engineering, design, and evaluation of media technology (Biocca,
2003; IJsselsteijn, 2004; IJsselsteijn, 2005; Haans & IJsselsteijn, 2012). In a world
where dispersed families keep in touch through video-calls, where Romeo and
Juliet seek to find each other online, where telecare is hailed as the next big thing
to counter the rising cost and lack of staff in healthcare, where drone pilots are
sitting in air-conditioned control rooms in New Mexico while dropping bombs on
targets at the other side of the world – in a world, in short, mediated through
technology, presence is of central importance. This is why a journal from a
hardcore engineering school such as MIT carries the name of a psychological goal:
Presence (Biocca, 2003). 

In a sense, presence is what happens when media work well, and interfaces
fluently support our actions. In such cases, people tend to forget about the fact
that their experiences are mediated via technology, but rather respond directly to
the media content. Presence could be regarded as somewhat of a holy grail in the
area of entertainment, where immersive media form factors, such as large,
stereoscopic screens, multimodal sensory stimulation, and intuitive embodied
interfaces are all geared to make the interaction as realistic as possible, engaging
the full gamut of our sensory-motor bandwidth. The trend towards more
immersive, high fidelity interfaces can be observed across the board in media
entertainment (IJsselsteijn, 2003), including 3D cinema, location-based
entertainment (e.g., theme park rides), home theatre systems, and gaming
consoles with advanced embodied interfaces, such as Microsoft’s Kinect or Sony’s
Playstation Move. In more performance oriented contexts, however, the added
value of immersive, multimodal sensory stimulation and embodied interaction is
not as straightforward, as it will strongly depend on the particularities of the task
the user needs to perform. 
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Presence has been of central concern in my own research on human responses to
media environments. I wrote my PhD thesis on presence – back in 2004 – in
particular on the media form factors that determine presence, and on the different
ways to measure presence – both through self-report measures, as well as
through behavioural measures. Together with Jonathan Freeman of Goldsmiths
University, we demonstrated that postural responses to media (i.e., moving in sync
with the displayed media content) could be a potential measure of presence
(Freeman et al., 2000; IJsselsteijn et al., 2001). This type of work on behavioural
measures of media experiences was taken forward in the Game Experience Lab,
where Wouter van den Hoogen, Karolien Poels, Yvonne de Kort and I looked at
various behavioural correlates of player experiences, including postural
responses, pressure exerted on keyboard and mouse, and facial expressions,
while players were confronted with a first-person shooter game that varied in
difficulty level (van den Hoogen, et al., 2008). As an example, the figure below
clearly demonstrates the differences in peak pressure exerted on a mouse as
people get more excited or frustrated by the difficulty of the game. 

Figure 6 

Force exerted on the left mouse button, for three different difficulty levels of a digital game
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The illusion of non-mediation not only emerges for media technologies that are
perceptually rich and immersive, but also for much less-immersive media. In an
elegant series of experiments, designed by an HTI master student, Chao Zhang,
and supervised by Daniel Lakens and myself, we investigated people’s distance
estimations with respect to other people, when they are interacting via a mobile
phone. In the physical world, sound intensity decreases with increasing spatial
distance in a predictable manner, and therefore people use intensity as the
primary auditory distance cue (Zahorik, Brungart, & Bronkhorst, 2005). In
telecommunication, because of the technology mediation, a person’s voice
intensity offers no valid information about the distance to his or her location.
However, presence theory would predict that, if people fail to fully acknowledge or
take into account the role of the mediating technology in their experience, they
may fall back on their well-learned or schematised perceptual experiences of the
real world. Therefore, those people who hear a louder voice should mentally
represent a physically nearer location, and thus judge the interaction partner as
closer than those who hear a softer voice. This is exactly the result that Chao
found, and he replicated this result as well, using Voice over IP via Skype as a
telecommunication platform (Zhang, Lakens & IJsselsteijn, submitted). Even
though we know full well, at a cognitive level, that mobile phones do not modulate
sound volume as a function of distance, our automatic response – our gut instinct,
if you like – is to interpret such information as if it were unmediated. These effects
are more or less a function of human adaptive abilities in light of our evolutionary
past, and, in this sense, media environments are still processed by the same brain
that had to survive in the plains of Africa some 200.000 years ago, where an
awareness of technology mediation would not have yielded any great survival
benefits (Reeves & Nass, 2000). 

In presence research, of course, we don’t have to limit ourselves to media that try
to replicate or mimic reality. We can also study human responses to media
technologies that transform or augment our capabilities beyond what was
previously possible, creating and studying entirely new experiences and social
phenomena. An example of this kind of work is the research performed at our
group on socio-emotional augmentation of communication. One of my former PhD
students, Joris Janssen, together with Joyce Westerink of Philips Research and
Jeremy Bailenson of Stanford University, studied the effects of utilising
physiological signals in communication on perceived social connectedness and
behaviour (Janssen, Bailenson, IJsselsteijn, & Westerink, 2010). What would it be
like to hear another person’s heart beating while they are standing in front of us?
The results of Joris’ first experiment, performed inside a virtual environment
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utilising an avatar, demonstrated that hearing somebody’s heartbeat significantly
increased perceived intimacy, with a larger effect size than eye contact. (You may
want to read that sentence again: a larger effect size than eye contact!) We are all
intimately familiar with the social and emotional impact that a person’s gaze can
have. If hearing someone’s heartbeat is on a par with eye contact, what
behavioural effects could this have? Enter phase two of the experiment. Argyle &
Dean’s (1965) equilibrium theory states that people regulate their non-verbal cues
and interpersonal distance such that they retain an equilibrium of intimacy in
relation to other people. A good example of this phenomenon can be observed
when stepping into a busy elevator. In such a confined space, where people are in
close physical proximity, people generally tend to avoid eye contact, as this would
raise the intimacy to uncomfortable, perhaps even threatening levels. In the
second phase of the experiment, we asked participants to walk up to the avatar,
as close as was comfortable for them, and keep standing at that distance for 30
seconds. We measured the kept distance between the participant and the avatar,
and found that, indeed, people keep a significantly larger physical distance to an
avatar if they can hear its heart beat. This work illustrates the potent
transformational effects that media may have on our social interactions, deeply
affecting people’s interpersonal connectedness and behaviour. Moreover, these
transformed social interactions inside virtual environments contribute to novel
insights on human-human interaction that would otherwise be hard to attain.
Paradoxically, sometimes we need advanced media to reveal our most primitive
workings. Media as cyclotrons of the mind.
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distance (9 ft/3 ft). The error bars depict 1 SE
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As the above examples show, media technology may affect experiences in various
areas of psychology, from behavioural responses, to cognition, to social
interactions. All these effects – swaying back and forth in front of a screen in
response to the on-screen motion, punching a mouse button more forcefully as
things get hairy inside a game world, estimating somebody who speaks louder on
a phone to be closer by, or keeping your distance from an avatar whose heartbeat
becomes strangely intimate – all of these demonstrate the illusion of non-
mediation. People are not wired to fully acknowledge the role of the intervening
technology – sound energy emanating from a speaker rather than a human voice,
photons hitting the eye from a screen rather than the physical environment.
Psychology is the basic science to understand these effects of media technology.
In the words of William Bricken, an early VR software engineer: “Psychology is the
physics of virtual reality”. 

However, the effects that technology can have on the mind do not stop at the edge
of the human-computer interface. Technologies can penetrate the mind in even
more profound ways. Just as technology may physically extend the human body –
think for example of prostheses – non-biological tools and props may actively
restructure our sense of self. A particularly interesting and relevant phenomenon
in this respect is a recently reported cross-modal perceptual illusion known as the
rubber-hand illusion (RHI; Botvinick & Cohen, 1998, see also IJsselsteijn, de Kort
and Haans, 2006, for a mediated version of the RHI). When a person is watching a
fake hand being stroked and tapped in precise synchrony with his or her own
unseen hand, the person will, within a few minutes of stimulation, start
experiencing the fake hand as an actual part of his or her own body. If you
threaten to hurt the fake hand with a knife or a hammer, people have a startle
reflex, and immediately pull back their real hand.

Correlations between visual, tactile and proprioceptive information can be thought
of as self-specifying for bodily self-identification, as the brain has learned from a
very early age onwards that it can only be the body, and no other object, that can
register these specific intersensory correlations (Botvinick, 2004). In the RHI,
people perceive the fake hand as part of their body because their perception of it
matches the body-specific sensorimotor contingencies. If this is no longer the
case, for example when participants try to move the fake hand, or when there is a
small delay between the visual and tactile stimulation, the illusion will diminish or
break (Armel and Ramachandran, 2003; Botvinick and Cohen, 1998; Haans, Kaiser,
Bouwhuis & IJsselsteijn, 2012). 
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The rubber hand illusion is one example in a range of body image illusions, which
demonstrate that human brains are able to support highly and rapidly malleable
body images. Our sense of bodily self-identification – the ability to distinguish
what’s contained within versus what’s beyond our familiar biological shell – thus
appears to be a flexible, temporary categorization and not a fixed property. As a
result, the brain can project feeling and sensation beyond its familiar biological
shell. When tools and technologies become integrated in the continuous and
closely correlated loop of action and perceptual feedback, the brain essentially
generates a new kind of temporary body image – one that includes the non-
biological peripherals. In such intimate human-machine mergers we find the
ultimate technological transparency, the ultimate cognitive disappearance. 

When extrapolating Moore’s law into likely future scenarios of human-technology
interaction, we must work to avoid a dystopic future that forces a technological
complexity upon people that is mind-numbing, frustrating, invasive, distracting, at
times even dehumanizing, and collectively work towards a future that allows truly
intelligent, user-sensitive and user-adaptive technologies to expand the human
potential beyond its current confines, while respecting our most basic needs for
privacy, playfulness, calmness, and connectedness with nature and other human
beings. The choice is ours to make. As the science fiction writer Arthur C. Clarke
famously noted, “any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from
magic”. In marrying psychology to engineering, we have the potential to breed this
kind of magic. 
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As psychologists, we cannot study behaviour in isolation from its environment or
context. This context is highly determined by technology. I believe the direction of
technology will, to a large extent, define the future of psychology. If one looks at
mainstream textbooks and educational programmes in psychology, however, there
is no systematic coverage of how technology affects the mind, and how
technological tools and aids bear on dynamic changes in perception, cognition,
affect and social relationships. 

We need to do more than merely acknowledge the fact that we live in a digital
environment with microprocessors embedded everywhere. Being a psychologist
means we have to understand the deep transformational impact technology has
on human thought and behaviour. We need to rethink our basic theories in just
about every area of psychology, from theories on sensory perception to theories
on social interaction, accounting for the impact of technology in all these areas. 
All this has implications for how we structure and design our academic discipline,
our research programs, our textbooks, and our curriculum programs. 

As a psychology group at a technical university, the Human-Technology Interaction
group has a unique and enviable position. No other technical university has given
the integration between psychology and technology such an important place
within its academic curriculum. This is a bold and prescient move. With our new
and exciting Psychology and Technology major, and our excellent Human-
Technology Interaction master program, we reach out to a new generation of
psychologists and engineers, and I’m extremely motivated by the many talented
students we have the privilege of welcoming each year to both our major and our
master programs. 

Conclusion: Psychology and
Technology at the TU/e
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Just as the human mind is critically dependent on the tools and technologies in its
immediate environment, the HTI group too cannot succeed in its mission without
intimate and reciprocal connections with many of the engineering and design
departments in our academic environment. Through these connections we have
front-row seats to state-of-the art technology development, and can inform and
help shape the design of the human interface in systems as diverse as smart cars,
intelligent lighting, social robots, digital games, smart homes, rehabilitation
robotics, and motivational technologies. In this mission, we share a special
connection with our friends and colleagues at the User-Centred Engineering group
of Industrial Design. At the same time, the technological eco-system surrounding
HTI inspires and enriches our psychological theories, methods, and studies.
Moreover, within our own subdepartment of Innovation Sciences, we benefit from
increasingly fertile interconnections with our colleagues in the humanities, as we
discuss the ethics of technology that influences mind and behaviour, the
philosophical underpinnings of the extended mind, or the historical roots of
technological innovations that define the human condition.

No other psychology group that I’m aware of has such an acute awareness of the
importance, impact, and unique added value of technology in shaping mind and
behaviour. Technology is an integral part of the human condition. A psychological
discipline that ignores this fact does so at its own peril. A psychology that
embraces technology as one of the strongest forces that is presently shaping the
human mind is ready to face its future. 
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There’s an African proverb which says “It takes a village to raise a child”. I love
that proverb. It is a fundamental acknowledgement of the people in our lives who
help to bring us where we are today, and help determine who we will become. 
It’s also a recognition of the fact that we are all social creatures, intimately
interconnected and dependent on many people, whether they are co-located or at
a distance. Many people have raised me, have supported me, and have inspired
me to arrive at this important milestone in my life. I’m proud to be here, and to be 
able to acknowledge the people that have been part of this shared accomplishment. 

First of all, I want to thank my parents. Neither my father nor my stepfather is
around anymore to witness this moment. I miss them both. But I’m grateful to be
able to share this moment with my mother, Janny, who has always been loving,
supporting, and encouraging to help me find my way and fulfil my aspirations. 
I would also like to thank my in-laws, Frank and Jeannette, who have warmly
accepted me into their lives, and have been extremely supportive. I’m also very
happy to be able to share this day with my family, Edith, Patty and Rob, as well as
with my closest friends, Arjan and Oscar. Also, one of my closest friends is not
around anymore to witness this – Michiel – but I’m happy his parents are here
today to share this moment with me on his behalf.

My academic parents, so to speak, are professors Don Bouwhuis and Huib de
Ridder. They were the promotors of my PhD thesis and have helped shape the
intellectual foundations of my work. Cees Midden is the ‘pater familias’ of the HTI
group. He’s been essential in establishing the HTI group as the stimulating and
pleasant research environment that it is. I would like to thank him, as well as
Anthonie Meijer, Sjoerd Romme, and the Board of this University for supporting
my professorship. I would like to thank all my past and present colleagues in the
HTI group and in particular those I have had the pleasure and honour to work
most closely with: Ania, Antal, Armin, Brian, Daan, Daniel, Henk-Herman, Joris, 
Joy, Karin, Karolien, Marc, Maurice, Pieter, Rob, and Wouter. Some of my former
colleagues I still see in their extended capacity as friends. They are the ‘usual
suspects’ – you know who you are! A special word of thanks goes to the people
that make our group and our labs run smoothly: Martin, Jan-Roelof, and Aart, 

Words of gratitude
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as well as Ellen, Anita, Unni, and Twan. Moreover, I would like to thank colleagues
and friends from other departments, other universities, as well as from industry:
Panos Markopoulos, Aarnout Brombacher, Ingrid Heynderickx, Joyce Westerink,
Martijn Vastenburg, Natalia Romero, Jonathan Freeman, Jeremy Bailenson, and
Frank Biocca amongst others. Many people have contributed in building our new
major, Psychology and Technology. I’m proud of our collective accomplishment in
this respect, and would like to especially acknowledge Lex Lemmens, Lilian
Halsema, Monique Jansen-Vullers, Judith Smits, and Martijn Willemsen for their
great and continuous effort in making this major, and the larger Bachelor College,
a major success.

My final words of gratitude go to my immediate family. Thomas, Daan, Siem, and
Midas – you guys are my heroes, and I’m so proud to be your dad. You pack my
days with joyous moments, each of which I’d like to record for eternity. I know as
parents we’re supposed to create an environment based on the three “R”s of
raising children: Reinheid, Rust and Regelmaat [Cleanliness, Peace and Quiet, and
Order]. In our home, you get none of these. But when I see your creativity, your
sense of humour, your eagerness to learn and to play, your capability to share and
to care about others, I feel that we must be doing something right. 

Last, and most important, Yvonne. You are the light of my life, my good friend, and
my partner in crime. To me you are, as the Elbow song says, the only thing in any
room you’re ever in. I couldn’t have done this without you. This achievement is as
much yours as it is mine. Thank you for your unerring support and love.

Ik heb gezegd.
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